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PRICELIST  -  FULL-GRAIN LEATHER COLLECTION AW18

THE FULL-GRAIN LEATHER COLLECTION expresses Mismo’s uncompromising approach to design, uniting 
classical refinement with timeless design and purposeful details in the most natural leather available

 – the Full-Grain leather.
The collection features select understated styles handcrafted in one of our three custom developed full-grain leather 

qualities: Smooth full-grain, Textured full-grain or Bridle leather. Rich in expression, tactile and effortlessly functional.  
Whether brand-new or lovingly used for years, a Mismo full-grain leather bag or wallet will always be distinctive and 

unique. 

TEXTURED FULL-GRAIN LEATHER
The Textured Full-Grain Leather is a recent addition to the collection.

It seamlessly fits in, along our existing repository of natural materials and full-grain leathers. Soft and richly tetured, this 
leather has been shrunk during its natural tanning process to accentuate the original veins of the hide. This unique sur-

face is featured together with Mismo’s trademark full-grain bridle leather, or on their own, to create a unique expression. 
The Textured Full-Grain Leather pays homage to the art of tanning, as well as saluting the craft 

infused heritage of true leather artistry. All Textured Full-Grain Leather styles feature sturdy brass closures, adding onto 
the leather’s singular look and feel. Each piece carries a personal signature of durable elegance.  

----------------------------------------------------------------
Colours available: Black & Tabac

Hardware: Solid Brass with varnish protection
Zippers: Handpolished YKK Excella

Lining: Mismo off-white/anthracite striped lining 

FULL-GRAIN BRIDLE LEATHER
The bridle leather must be both strong and durable, required to last for 10 or more years of use in any weather 

condition. Originally designed for use in bridles a rider’s life literally depends on the leather not failing unexpectedly. 
Principally used as main trimmings for the Fabric Collection, the full-grain bridle leather used in Mismo products is 

custom-developed in Turkey. It is simply the best leather available for our purposes. We require rich depth of colour and 
the leather must age well and be free of natural imperfections that weaken the structure. Once the skin has been tanned, 

a colour finish to our own exact specifications is applied for a smoother, deeper and more refined look. 
----------------------------------------------------------------

Colours available: Black, Dark brown & Cuoio (Tabac)
Hardware: Solid Brass with varnish protection

Zippers: Handpolished YKK Excella
Lining: Mismo off-white/anthracite striped lining 

SMOOTH FULL-GRAIN LEATHER
Launched in 2006, the Smooth Full-Grain leather was developed with the desire to create a range of personal luxury 

bags & accessories with a sense of sophistication and raw elegance. The leather is vegetable tanned, using only the finest 
hides; the leather has been subjected to only a minimum of chemical processes to leave it exceptionally smooth and 

natural in look and feel. Over time, the leather will develop a rich and lustrous patina. 
----------------------------------------------------------------

Colours available: Black &  Tabac
Hardware: Polished ZAMAK  -  Hooks and buckles in galvanized brass

Zippers: Handpolished YKK Excella
Lining: Mismo off-white/anthracite striped lining 

Full collection can be viewed and ordered online from January 17th. 2018
www.mismocollection.dk

Password: mismoss18
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                       EXPRESS Black/Black AT020116 L: 31 x H: 40(47)) x W: 10 cm 2 pcs. EUR 240 EUR 600  
      USD 285 USD 715     
      DKK1 1.800 DKK 4.500

  Already a favorite style within our line of fabric bags, The EXPRESS is likely to spark extra excitement in its new leather 
  ensemble. The pared-down design features a zipped top that is folded down and neatly kept in place by a leather strap, fasten
  ing brass buckle and large external zip pocket. Inside it boasts a padded iPad compartment on the backside and contrary small 
  zipped pocket.

  
                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                          MATE Black/Black AT100117 L: 40(43) x H: 37 x W: 8 cm 2 pcs. EUR 215 EUR 540  
      USD 255 USD 640     
      DKK 1.600 DKK 4.000    
  The Mate is a casual tote slash briefcase hybrid that offers a luxurious feel, with its wrinkled vegetable tanned full-grain leath
  er surface. Over time, this durable leather will develop a rich character, ensuring a unique character all of its own.
  Solid handles in two layers of bridle leather guarantees a firm grip and a clean look with bridle leather continuing all the way 
  around the bottom of the bag. Zip top YKK excella zippers with an inside featuring a zipped pocket, two smaller slide down 
  pockets and a small leather patch pocket for business cards.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                       SHOPPER   Black/Black AT030116 L: 37 x H: 41 x W: 10 cm 3 pcs. EUR 160  EUR 400   
      USD 190 USD 475 
      DKK 1.200 DKK 3.000

  This truly is one of the most iconic styles of the Mismo universe, praised by both men and women for its simplicity, functionality 
  and quality. As a multifunctional shopping bag, the SHOPPER is now available in a luxurious full-grain leather edition. It comes 
  with a removable and adjustable shoulder strap and features a small inside pocket for a mobile phone, credit cards and all 
  those small bits and bobs you carry along the way.

    

   

TEXTURED FULL-GRAIN LEATHER AW18
All prices are ex. works and VAT  -  Valid from May 1st. 2018  -  USD prices only applies for US customers

 

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale   RRP

                      MISSION Black/Black AT010116 L:52 x H: 37 x W:18 cm 2 pcs. EUR 400 EUR 1.000 
                        USD 475 USD 1.190 
                           DKK 3.000  DKK 7.500 

  Simple and elegant in its detailing, MISSION is a spacious bag that will easily serve as a weekend holdall for extended getaways 
  as it is perfectly dimensioned as a carry-on cabin bag. Elongated handles allow for a casual, shoulder-hung mobility. 
  Mission also comes with an adjustable and detachable shoulder strap. It features smooth-running YKK Excella double zippers, 
  a large internal zip pocket with an adjacent open slide-down mobile phone pocket and three open storage slits on the opposite side. 
   
    

  Leather Textured full-grain leather   
  Lining Mismo cotton/nylon stripe lining - Off white/anthracite
  Hardware Solid Brass with varnish protection
  Zippers Handpolished YKK Excella

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                     WASHBAG  Black/Black AT040116 L: 26 x H: 14 x W: 12 cm 3 pcs. EUR 115 EUR 285 
      USD 135 USD 340
      DKK 840 DKK 2.100
  Use as a wash bag but also perfect for keeping track of all the spare parts and electrical devices when travelling. Zip top 
  opening with snap hook closure at each gusset, which can also be used as carry handles. Features water repellent lining and 
  one internal central zip pocket. Both internal sides include two additional open pockets.    

 
                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                   POUCH LARGE  Black/Black AT050116 L: 36 x H: 25 x W: 1,5 cm 4 pcs. EUR 75 EUR 190 
      USD 90 USD  225  
      DKK 560 DKK 1.400
       
  This is a Pouch that easily accommodates a 13” laptop, A4 documents or magazines. It is sleekly foamed to give it a soft feel and to 
  assure the protection of your belongings. Next to this, it features three open interior pockets, two on the front and one on the back
  side, which easily holds an iPad.  



FULL-GRAIN BRIDLE LEATHER AW18
All prices are ex. works and VAT  -  Valid from May 1st. 2018  -  USD prices only applies for US customers

 Leather Full-Grain Bridle Leather
 Hardware Solid Brass with varnish protection
  Zippers  Handpolished YKK Excella
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                   KEY STRAP Black AT070116  Length: 17 cm 8 pcs. EUR 20 EUR  50  
  Tabac AT070216   USD 22 USD  55 
  Dark brown AT070316   DKK 140 DKK 350 
   
  Home is where we thrive. This sturdy KEY HANGER is cut from vegetable tanned bridle leather with neatly painted edges, 
  smooth imprint lines and a varnish protected sailor hook to hold the keys.  It is featured here with a length of 17cm long, 
  making it perfectly suited for the pocket or to be wrapped around your wrist. It was assembled carefully, using only solid 
  hand-stitching.  

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

            CLASSIC BELT, BRASS Black AT060116  Sizes: 85, 90, 95 cm 8 pcs. EUR 40 EUR 100  
  Tabac AT060216   USD 50 USD 120 
  Dark brown AT060316    DKK 300 DKK 750 
  
  A true sartorial companion, this classic 30mm wide men’s belt is made of vegetable tanned full-grain bridle leather. 
  Although it is not the most conspicuous of accessories, this CLASSIC BELT will serve its function in with true valour for many 
  years to come. Its solid brass buckle and hand-stitched details, add onto the longevity of this finely crafted singular accessory.  

  



                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                     MORRIS Black M029001T11 L: 39x x H: 29 x W: 8,5 cm 2 pcs. EUR 320 EUR 800
  Tabac M029006T11   USD 380 USD 950
      DKK 2.400 DKK 6.000
  
  Sophistication can have many faces and Morris is definitely one of them. A briefcase in a design kept as clean as possible to allow 
  the vegetable tanned full-grain leather to really shine. Has a signature zipper opening that runs from bottom to bottom for easy 
  internal access. A gusset underlay ensures full control of the opening, and an internal padded laptop compartment with two open 
  pockets opposite keeps the interior arrangements in balance. A neatly designed leather pocket for pens nicely rounds off the few 
  but necessary pockets. Includes an adjustable shoulder strap.

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

             PROTECTOR 13” Black M040001M16 L: 35 x H: 25 x W: 0,8 cm 3 pcs. EUR 135 EUR 340
  Tabac M040006M16                           USD 155 USD 390    
      DKK 1.000 DKK 2.500 
  
  This laptop case really brings out the best of our fine full-grain vegetable tanned leather. The simplicity of just embracing your 
  laptop smooth enough to easily fit in your everyday bag. Simultaneously sustain the crucial task of keeping it safe and sound 
  during movement. Features a large internal pocket and opposite two smaller pockets for business cards, mobile phone and 
  more. Will develop a rich patina over the years. A modern piece, foreknown to last. 

     

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                    TRAVELLER Black M026001S11 L: 12 x H: 23 x W: 2 cm 4 pcs. EUR 85 EUR 215
  Tabac M026006S11                           USD 100 USD 250    
      DKK 640 DKK 1.600  
      
  The name gives it away. This is a definite travel essential kept in a design about as clean and simple as it gets. Enjoy the beauty 
  of the full-grain leather along with 8 inside slots for credit cards, two larger slots for notes or boarding card, and two 
  compartments for bills and passport. 

  

 Leather Smooth vegetable tanned leather
 Lining Mismo cotton/nylon stripe lining - Off white/anthracite
 Hardware Polished ZAMAK  -  Hooks and buckles in galvanized brass
  Zippers  Handpolished YKK Excella

SMOOTH FULL-GRAIN LEATHER AW18
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale R RRP 

                 TRAVEL WALLET Black M013001S99 L: 12 x H: 23 x W: 2 cm 4 pcs. EUR 95  EUR 240 
  Tabac M013006S11    USD 115  USD 290
                      DKK 720  DKK 1.800
   
  A Mismo travel essential that beautifully combines a love of detail with enduring craftsmanship. Features a smooth running 
  YKK Excella zipper, six internal slots for credit cards, internal coin purse, divided compartments for passport and boarding 
  cards and two large compartments for receipts and cash notes.      
      

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale RRP

                   CARD WALLET Black M042001M16  L: 10,2 x H: 8 x W: 1,5cm 8 pcs. EUR 55 EUR 140
  Tabac M042006M16    USD 65 USD 165
        DKK 400 DKK 1.000
  
  A small and very practical zip wallet with the cardholders placed on the outside of large internal compartment that can be 
  used just as easily for credit cards and receipts as for coins and cash notes. Has a gusset underlay in leather to prevent the 
  wallet from opening more than 90 degrees.
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                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale  RRP

                        CARDS Black M014001S99 L: 7 x H: 10 x W: 0,5 cm 10 pcs. EUR 30  EUR 75 
  Tabac M014006S11    USD 35  USD 90
         DKK 220  DKK 550
         
  Besides developing a beautiful patina over the years this neat little credit card holder has a convenience that is highly 
  addictive. Features five internal slots for credit cards and business cards. All you need for a quick dinner out.

  

                           Style Colour Art.No. Dimensions Minimum Wholesale RRP

                   MINI WALLET Black M025001T10  L: 10,2 x H: 7,5 x W: 2cm 8 pcs. EUR 45 EUR 110 
  Tabac M025006T11   USD 50 USD 125
      DKK 320 DKK 800
  
    
  A small and very practical zip wallet with two large internal compartments that can be used just as easily for credit cards 
  and receipts or for coins and cash notes. Has a gusset underlay in leather to prevent the wallet from opening more than 
  90 degrees.
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